
Experience Ethan Hirschberg 
Autism Blogger - Motivational Speaker - Entrepreneur 

 

 
Would you like an energetic and insightful speaker with a unique story? Someone who has 

personally experienced High Functioning Autism? The answer is Ethan Hirschberg. 
 

 
 
“I just wanted to let you know that you were amazing. You did a fantastic job. You looked 
comfortable speaking and you were really easy to listen to. I have pretty bad ADHD, and 
by the end of the day, my attention/patience is spent. You managed to lock in my full 
attention tonight.. Thank you and I wish you the best of luck!” - Anonymous Attendee  



Motivational Speaking Engagements 
 

 
 

Some Content Covered Within Ethan Hirschberg´s Presentations: 
 

● My Life With Autism: The Realities 

● Putting The Pieces Together: Creating Autism Aware Communities 

● My Personal Experiences With ABA Interventions 

● Autism Awareness For Law Enforcement Professionals 

● Autism Spectrum Disorders For The Neurotypical Family Member 

● Religion & Autism: Finding A Spiritual Balance 

● Managing Behavior: A Guide For General Education Teachers 

● Professionally Accepting Autism Within The Workplace 

● How To Be A Hero: Defeat The Bullies & Encourage Inclusivity 

● Promoting Positivity Through Adversity 

“I appreciate learning of your efforts to raise awareness about Autism. I am proud to 

commend you on your efforts to better the lives of others. Your passion and dedication to 

the Autism community are truly inspirational.” - Senator Dianne Feinstein (US Senate) 

 



Changing Lives Affected By Autism As You Know It 
 

“Autism is something that will affect everyone whether you realize it or not. I know what it feels 

like. I am a creator; I am constantly creating the life that I want to live. It's my goal to educate, 

advocate, and inspire individuals on the spectrum, parents, caregivers, educators, and providers. 

Autism isn't a disaster, ignorance is the real disaster. I not only speak for myself but for those 

with special needs who cannot speak for themselves. My sole duty is to bring acceptance, 

awareness, and change to neurotypical and neurodiverse communities alike.” 

Ethan Hirschberg  

 

The Benefits Of Hiring Ethan To Speak At Your Event: 
 
1. Inspiration & Drive: All audiences can benefit from hearing Ethan’s unique and inspirational 
story of overcoming adversity; attendees leave with a drive to simply be a better person. 
 
2. Real Transformation: By hearing such a unique and powerful story, audience members’ 
lives are changed with his structure, activities, programs, and interactive questions/answers 
section. 
 
3. Maximized Productivity: Corporations with employees or clients on the spectrum learn how 
to better interact with neurodiverse individuals to benefit relationships and other work duties. 
 
4. Increased Inclusivity: Schools, corporations, and other communities learn how to be more 
accepting and inclusive of individuals on the spectrum, and the various benefits of doing so. 
 
5. Professional Development: Service providers and other health organizations learn the 
perspective of their clients, which helps them better their work with special needs individuals. 
 
6. Insightful Academic Expansion: Education, psychology, AVID, Autism, and other K-12 and 
university level class students are shown the personal side of content, expanding knowledge. 
 
7. Customized Offered Strategies: Organizations that need help implementing new inclusivity, 
acceptance, or other related strategies are awed with all of the unique insights provided. 

 



Ethan Hirschberg's Biography 

Ethan Hirschberg is a seventeen-year-old who was diagnosed with High Functioning Autism at 

age two. At age fifteen, he chose to become a creator and create the life that he wanted to live. 

Ethan started The Journey Through Autism, a blog that he writes where he shares his personal 

experiences, insights, and advice to individuals on the spectrum, parents, caregivers, educators, 

and providers. His insightful, valuable, and emotional writings resonate with individuals on an 

international level. As a motivational speaker, Ethan Hirschberg is nothing short of spectacular. 

 

Described as “life-changing,” “tear jerking,” and “extraordinarily moving,” Ethan’s presentations 

are visionary and captivate audiences of all types and sizes. His unique blend of personal 

experience and expertise bring the utmost value to any organization that he speaks for. His 

informative and heartfelt programs are filled with inspiring stories of overcoming adversity and 

the power of inclusivity and acceptance. Ethan has been told many times that his speeches are 

worthy investments as the information attendees’ walk away with is priceless.  

 

An accomplished entrepreneur, Ethan Hirshberg started his first business when he was six years 

old, selling toys online internationally. In addition to his success as a speaker and writer, Ethan’s 

consultancy, Ethan Hirschberg Enterprises, continues to thrive by offering marketing consulting 

and coaching services. He continues to assist business owners with their digital marketing efforts 

and advertising platforms, providing either total consultations or independent coaching sessions 

for his clients. 

 

Ethan’s goal as a speaker and advocate is to paint an insightful picture of the life of someone 

with Autism with all of the triumphs, challenges, and moments in order to increase acceptance 

and inclusivity in familial, educational, medical, corporate, public, non-profit, and communal 

settings. His authenticity and passion allows him to connect with his audiences, which he feels is 

an honor to be able to do. If you are looking for an unforgettable, worthwhile, and talented 

speaker, look no further… Ethan Hirschberg is your answer. 



Real Testimonials 
 

“Thank you for encouraging me to be a better person. I feel that I will be more brave in the 

future towards people that are ‘different’ than I am. I will be kind to ‘unique’ people like 

you.” - Anonymous Elementary School Student 

 

“Ethan came to speak to our entire staff about his journey through Autism as a 

preschooler and beyond. The only word to describe the presentation is phenomenal. His 

words will have a long lasting impact.” - Dr. Erin Dyer Zwahlen, PhD, BCBA-D (Director 

at Bridges ABA) 

 

“You are an extremely productive and professional human. I really hope I learn how to be 

consistently inspiring and hard working as you. Thank you for motivating my friends and I 

to pursue our interests!” - Anonymous High School Student 

 

“Thank you Ethan for speaking to our NFAR Mom’s Group! The moms were impressed 

with your maturity and ability to share your ‘journey through Autism’ with such depth 

and humor. Your insights as a person on the spectrum were particularly valuable to the 

moms in better understanding how to support their loved ones. It was a very special 

evening. Thank you!” - Ms. Sharon Leon (Executive Director at National Foundation for 

Autism Research)  

 

 


